
RX RELEASE NOTES 
 
Version 1.7.5 
Bug Fixes: 

Bug 6139 - Fixed issue with Engrave Center tool path not centering itself correctly. 
Add service code 601 to toggle splash screens.  Splash screen will now default to TrakMT on all 
machine ID’s. 
Fixed issue with service code 326 not display error #’s greater than 250. 
Fixed scenario where if pendant is disconnected from computer module while jogging, then 
motion will now stop immediately. 
Fixed issue with Power Feed not running at correct feedrate when using certain SFM and IPT 
combinations. 
Added more message logging for Power Feed. 
Improved tapping accuracy on 30120RLX. 

 
Version 1.7.3 
Bug Fixes: 

Bug 5526 - Max feedrate was being incorrectly capped at 250ipm on DPM2, DPM3, and DPM5 
with EHW option. 
Bug 5525 - Updated spindle timeout amount on 30120 to allow up to 25 seconds for spindle to 
get up to speed.  This resolves the scenario of a fault 106 when attempting to run at high rpms. 

 
Version 1.7.2 
Bug Fixes: 

Bug 4951 - In mill power feed, axis not running at correct feed with SFM and IPT defined. 
Bug 4711 - EHW do not come on after SC316. 
Bug 5483 - Powerfeed no longer works for more than one axis. 
Bug 4293 - Software freezes during RUN with Math Help 

 
Version 1.7.1 
New Features added: 

1. Islands supported in DXF and Parasolid 
2. Engraving - added orientation, center reference, angle, and mirror options 
3. Helical Drill 
4. INC SET and ABS SET for lathe conrad and chamfer 
5. Keyboard and Calculator open and close with INFO buttons 
6. Changed G-code editor search box 

 
Version 1.6.20 
Fixed issue introduced in 1.6.19 with “What’s New” button not playing the video correctly. 
 
Version 1.6.19 
Fixed issue introduced in 1.6.17 where DEFAULTS would revert back to factory settings every time the 
control was restarted. 
 
Version 1.6.17 
New Features 



Consolidated mill and lathe software into one version 
Added “What’s New” button 
Added support for 30120 RLX, machine ID 108. 
Added DEPTH PER PASS as an OPTION and DEFAULT for all pocket, profile, and island events 
Added support for more gcodes (see programming manual for more details): 
 Mill CAM – G06, G07 
 Mill GCD – G73, G84 
 Lathe CAM – G73, G76, G81, G82, G92 
 Lathe GCD - now available 
Added service code 522 for Diagnostic Charting Tool 
Added Z RAPID as a DEFAULT 
Added ability on lathe to thread in the Z positive direction.  Note that the Z RAPID value will be on the 
left side of the part, and precautions should be taken accordingly. 
Added ability to collapse the Program Tools and Tool Library sections of the TOOL TABLE. 
 
Bug Fixes 
Fixed issue in lathe Power Feed where user was unable to select IPR when spindle speed is set to SFM. 
Fixed issue where tool table is unable to open / close while running program in SFM or IPR. 
Fixed scenario where using SHOW PATH during THREAD REPAIR would cause an OPENGL error. 
Fixed issue with THREAD REPAIR not prompting user to run program again. 
Fixed lathe issue with X HOME and Z HOME would sometimes revert back to default after software 
update. 
Fixed issue found on lathe where if you were turning EHW at the same time that you set the taper 
amount in DO ONE, the Z would move back and forth a small amount instead of executing the specified 
taper amount. 
Fixed issue found where if if you opened the tool table on top of a flashing safety message, and then 
attempted to scroll the tool table, it would result with a Windows blue screen displaying 
APC_INDEX_MISMATCH. 
Fixed issue on bedmills where GO TO would incorrectly display Z axis as a possible target. 
Fixed issue where software would not update correctly when computer name was changed. 
Fixed scenario where after exiting a program RUN, and then attempting either a POWER FEED, RETURN 
ABS 0, or CENTER, it was possible for the Z axis to move unexpectedly by the amount of the tool offset. 
Fixed several intermittent issues in DRO where an axis may disappear, freeze, or not display correctly. 
Increased calibration tolerance from 1% to 2% 
Fixed issues with clicking or scrolling on Tool Table would cause it to not draw on screen properly. 
Fixed issue with service codes 122 and 131 not working correctly on mills. 
Fixed issue with DIA MOD not having any effect when running GCD programs on mill. 
Fixed issue with starting at a pass # of a profile would result with pass depths not being correct. 
Fixed issue with COPY DRILL TO TAP converting INC values to ABS. 
Fixed multiple scenarios found where if you start at a Pass # of a pocket, the Z would not rapid to the 
correct height. 
Fixed intermittent scenario where attempting to go into the Verify screen would result with the 
software minimizing itself out of view. 
Fixed service code 326 to support newer flashing messages on mill and lathe. 
Fixed scenario in lathe CYCLE event where finish tool would incorrectly use the radius of the roughing 
tool. 
Fixed specific scenario found with lathe GROOVE event  where toolpath was not correct. 
 



Euro specific bug fixes 
Added support for PMER F90 RMX and 780 RLX, machine ID’s 118 and 119. 
Fixed scenario where error 256 Max RPM exceeded while running burn-in program. 
Fixed several issues with service code 400 not working correctly on machines and offline. 
Fixed issue with OPEN TEMP causing an unintended motion fault. 
 


